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Abstract: This paper discusses several cases of the Offline Nanosatellite Task Scheduling (ONTS) opti-
mization problem, which seeks to schedule the start and finish timings of payloads on a nanosatellite.
Modeled after the FloripaSat-I mission, a nanosatellite, the examples were built expressly to test the
performance of various solutions to the ONTS problem. Realistic input data for power harvesting
calculations were used to generate the instances, and an instance creation procedure was employed
to increase the instances’ difficulty. The instances are made accessible to the public to facilitate a
fair comparison of various solutions and to aid in establishing a baseline for the ONTS problem.
Additionally, the study discusses the various orbit types and their effects on energy harvesting and
mission performance.

Keywords: instance generation; nanosatellite; QoS; ONTS

1. Introduction

This paper offers a collection of instances of the ONTS (Offline Nanosatellite Task
Scheduling) optimization problem, which aims to schedule the activation and deactiva-
tion times of payloads on a nanosatellite. Nanosatellites are revolutionizing the space
industry by providing a cost-effective and versatile platform for various space applications,
from remote sensing and earth observation to communication and technology demonstra-
tions [1–3]. They are a vigorous area of research, and more recent methodologies address
mission planning optimization, which requires real and repeatable input data for scientific
exploration and benchmarks [4–8].

In order to improve power management, guarantee Quality of Service (QoS), and gather
more data throughout the satellite mission lifetime, these studies have investigated several
strategies to improve the scheduling of jobs for nanosatellites. The solutions discussed
aim at effective resource management while taking into account variables such as avail-
able power, task characteristics, and satellite resources. In [5], a battery model and fuzzy
constraints have been added to a mathematical integer programming approach to maxi-
mize the number of jobs that can be completed in space while promoting energy-efficient
management and extending battery life. For large cases of the problem, a branch-and-price
method using dynamic programming has been presented as part of a solution technique
that uses the Dantzig–Wolfe decomposition [4]. In [8], time synchronization, mission qual-
ity of service, and shared resource management have been included in a comparison of
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continuous-time versus discrete-time approaches. These methods provide decision makers
more freedom and alternatives when it comes to planning the work that needs to be carried
out by nanosatellites.

The instances used in these studies were created expressly to benchmark the perfor-
mance of various solution methodologies to the ONTS problem. Nevertheless, the method-
ology for creating such instances was never published before, which is the intent of this
paper. The instances are modeled after the FloripaSat-I mission, a CubeSat that has been
validated in orbit [9]. This spacecraft format has recently gained significant market share
given its cost-effective and simpler deployment [10]. Based on the orbital parameters of
the FloripaSat-I mission, realistic input data for power harvesting calculations were used
to construct the examples presented in this paper. Furthermore, by using the generation
procedure based on random data described here, the authors could scale the difficulty and
create instances on demand.

It is necessary to emphasize that sharing examples for a particular subject is essential
for scientific study repeatability. Other researchers can use the same set of instances to
evaluate their approaches and compare their results with those reported in the publication
if the instances are made publicly available. This enables a fair comparison of various
solutions and contributes to establishing a benchmark for the ONTS problem. In addition,
having a publicly accessible set of cases for a particular subject might help to improve the
field’s research by offering a common starting point for new investigations.

In order to plan a nanosatellite mission effectively and ensure that the spacecraft can
complete its mission objectives, it is crucial to estimate its power budget. The energy input
can be computed on a minute-by-minute basis according to orbit and attitude parameters
and account for variables such as EPS efficiency, which can impact the amount of available
energy for operations. These data are essential for the design phase because they enable
engineers to make informed judgments on the amount and type of payloads that can be
included on the satellite.

For instance, if the power calculation reveals that the satellite will not have enough
energy to perform a specific duty at the necessary frequency, the engineer may need to
lower the number of payloads or modify the design to improve energy efficiency. Knowing
the estimated power is also essential for scheduling satellite tasks. Offline scheduling
algorithms can use this information to find the optimal times to activate and deactivate
payloads to maximize available energy usage. This can ensure that the satellite can complete
all its responsibilities within the allotted time.

This paper’s objectives are to provide a methodology as well as ready-to-use problems
of the Offline Nanosatellite Task Scheduling (ONTS) optimization problem. With the use
of actual input data for power harvesting calculations based on the FloripaSat-I mission,
the study seeks to provide realistic means to compare different solution techniques for the
ONTS issue. The study’s examples and methods are created to help researchers assess their
approaches and contrast their findings with those in the published works. By providing a
standard place to begin future investigations and creating a baseline for the ONTS problem,
this study’s ultimate purpose is to advance the area of research.

2. Problem Formulation

The Offline Nanosatellite Task Scheduling (ONTS) problem can be fully captured by
modeling the tasks, or payloads, required behavior, such as to guarantee mission Quality of
Service (QoS) and the power generation and management systems. These two main issues
are presented in this section.

2.1. Task Modeling

According to the payloads they represent, the ONTS problem’s tasks exhibit particular
behaviors. Four major requirements must be met in order to schedule these jobs. To begin,
we assume that tasks are non-preemptive. This means that once a work has begun, it must
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be finished satisfactorily within a certain time frame. This is the scheduling problem’s
initial requirement.

Second, jobs are normally performed within a defined time frame. This means that a
minimum and maximum duration between task activations must be specified. This is the
scheduling problem’s second requirement.

Third, tasks must start a minimum number of times during an orbit to complete
mission criteria. An upper constraint can restrict this number if a job must only be executed
once. This is the scheduling problem’s third requirement.

Finally, tasks can optimize their optimal start and completion timings to ensure the
highest potential mission value. This is the scheduling problem’s fourth requirement.
Another key feature for ensuring service quality is scheduling based on each task priority
uj. Table 1 presents an overview of such QoS parameters.

Table 1. Tasks’ QoS requirements.

Notation Definition

J Number of tasks.
T Number of time units.
uj Priority of task j.
tmin
j /tmax

j Minimum and maximum running time required by task j.
ymin

j /ymax
j Minimum and maximum startups required by task j.

pmin
j /pmax

j Minimum and maximum period required by task j.
wmin

j /wmax
j Start and finish time of a task j execution window.

These requirements are critical for modeling operations such as environmental data
collecting, image capture, or other high-level activity carried out by dedicated hardware,
namely sensors, transponders, payloads, cameras, and similar, which substantially influ-
ence the satellite’s energy consumption.

Constellation Requisites

Mission planning, or task scheduling, for a group of nanosatellites requires careful
consideration of various factors. For instance, each satellite can fulfill constellation duties;
hence, it is important to specify a simultaneity factor for each task. This is accomplished
through constraints that limit the minimum and maximum number of subsystems required
to perform a task at any given time. Additionally, lower and upper bounds for the num-
ber of startups must be specified for constellation task assignments. This is identical to
the previously mentioned limitations, except now that all satellites in the constellation
are examined.

Network behavior is another key factor to examine. Some jobs may benefit from
running synchronously over the entire constellation simultaneously, and this can be en-
forced via a simultaneous start and stop. This can be accomplished by imposing constraints
requiring all satellites to perform the same task simultaneously.

To plan a constellation mission with redundant task execution, one can add a binary
flag made equal 1 whenever two jobs should run simultaneously in distinct spacecrafts and
0 otherwise. The purpose of this is to ensure mission reliability by redundancy. Additionally,
the minimum and maximum global number of startups for each task must be optimized.

Therefore, the ONTS problem in a nanosatellite constellation involves a balance be-
tween coordination among the satellites, meeting mission requirements and power con-
straints while ensuring a high level of reliability and redundancy.

2.2. Power Generation and Management

Beyond running requirements, the tasks have a power impact that must be considered,
requiring energy to be completed. As a result, given accessible power resources, the aggre-
gate of power drained by all jobs at a given time t must not be greater than the available
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quantity. Controlling power in a spacecraft requires modeling orbit dynamics to obtain
the energy from solar panels at every instant and a battery to act as a power reserve. This
entails several parameters that represent a battery, shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Power management parameters.

Notation Definition

Vb Battery voltage, in Volts.
Q Battery capacity, in Ampere-hour.
ρ Battery level lower bound.
ecd Battery charge/discharge efficiency.
γ Upper bound for battery discharge current, in Ampere.
rt Energy harvested and available for tasks at time t.
qj Power drained running task j.

It is important to note that γ is an upper bound for charge and discharge battery
currents (C and E rates, respectively), and restricting such rates has been demonstrated
to protect battery longevity [11]. Furthermore, ρ limits the battery depth-of-discharge,
a critical feature for mission margin of safety and battery lifespan expansion [12].

By contrast, photovoltaic cells are, by far, the most applied technology in satellite
missions for power generation. Therefore, the exposition and projection of solar panels
towards the sun are key aspects to be modeled. The orbital and attitude models that will be
discussed in the following sections are used to estimate the power generation P (W) on a
surface k of the nanosatellite, according to:

Pk = ηkGAkFkξ (1)

The total solar irradiance reaching a surface k is computed using the solar flux
(G = 1367 W/m2 [13]), the solar cell surface’s area (Ak (m2)), the solar cell surface’s view
factor towards the sun (Fk (-)), and the occurrence of the earth’s shadow (ξ (-)) [14]. How-
ever, only a fraction of this incoming radiation is actually useful for the photovoltaic
phenomenon, and an extra parameter η is necessary to account for the efficiency of the
cell [15].

2.2.1. Orbit Model

One major aspect of every satellite mission of any type and size is the orbital parame-
ters. The orbit governs the nanosatellite’s position, an essential parameter to estimate the
irradiance field and, consequently, the power generation through photovoltaic cells. When
the interest is for short periods, e.g., around one day or less, the ideal Keplerian orbit model
provides relevant results for orbits higher than 300 km. This model also usually generates
reasonable values for longer periods if the apogee exceeds 600 km. However, the Keplerian
model cannot be adopted for more precise results and to extend its range of applications.
The Keplerian orbit assumes that the only existing force comes from the gravity acceleration
between two ideal bodies, i.e., the earth and the nanosatellite. In fact, a precise orbit model
should include perturbations, such as the atmospheric drag, the oblateness of the earth,
and solar pressure, but all of them introduce further complexities [16].

To simulate the position of a satellite in orbit, the user must always inform six orbital
elements and may use the following equation:

rX = Qrx (2)

where Q is the direct cosine matrix to transform the vector from the perifocal frame to the
geocentric equatorial frame, as established by the Euler angle sequence [16]:
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Q =

 − sin Ω cos i sin ω + cos Ω cos ω − sin Ω cos i cos ω− cos Ω sin ω sin Ω sin i
cos Ω cos i sin ω + sin Ω cos ω cos Ω cos i cos ω− sin Ω sin ω − cos Ω sin i

sin i sin ω sin i cos ω cos i

 (3)

Three orbital elements required are the ascending node Ω (◦), the orbit inclination i
(◦), and the argument of perigee ω (◦). The remaining vector {r}x is the position of the
nanosatellite in the perifocal frame of reference, calculated by:

rx =
h2

µ(1 + e cos θ)

{ cos θ
sin θ

0

}
(4)

where h is the specific relative angular momentum (km2/s), θ is the true anomaly (◦), and e is
the eccentricity of the orbit (-). These and the previous parameters complete the six orbital
elements. The term µ is the gravitational parameter (389,600 km3/s2 for geocentric orbits).

By definition, θ = 0◦ at the perigee (closest position to the earth), while θ = 180◦ at
the apogee (furthest position to the earth), and by making 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 360◦ a complete orbit
is covered. Another option is to provide a time step and increase it until the orbit period
(Period) is reached. For each time there is a respective value for θ, calculated as [16]:

M = 2π
t

Period
(5)

E = M + e sin(E) (6)

θ = 2 tan−1
(√1 + e

1− e
tan

E
2

)
+ θ0 (7)

where M is the mean anomaly (rad), t is time (s), E is the eccentric anomaly, and θ0 is the
initial true anomaly.

To estimate the nanosatellite’s passage under the earth’s shadow, it is crucial to
determine its position and the position of the sun (rsun). Using Equation (8) [16], we
can test whether the nanosatellite is in the shadow (ξ = 0) or not (ξ = 1) based on its
position and the sun’s location:

ξ =

{
0, cos−1

(
RE
|rX |

)
+ π

2 ≤ cos−1
(

rX .rsun
|rX ||rsun|

)
1, otherwise

(8)

where RE is a constant value for the radius of the earth (6378 km). The estimation of the
sun’s position only requires information about the date (day, month, and year) [16], as will
be shown later.

2.2.2. Attitude

From the earth’s orbit point of view, the solar flux can be regarded as parallel; nev-
ertheless, the kinematics of the nanosatellite can be rather complex and for prediction of
energy harvesting, it is necessary to compute the orientations of the nanosatellite toward
the sun along the orbit.

Attitude refers to the pointing direction of the spin axis in satellites [17]. Even if the
sun shines on the spacecraft, the absorption of solar radiation is a function of the attitude.
Therefore, nanosatellites on identical orbits may have surfaces under different scenarios of
solar flux as a consequence of their attitudes, e.g., some arbitrary spin, RAM (the spin axis
is aligned with the velocity vector), sun-fixed (one or more sides constantly towards the
sun), nadir (one or more sides constantly towards the center of the earth) or magnet (here
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referring to the state obtained by passive attitude control where the nanosatellite follows
the earth’s magnetic field). Figure 1 illustrates these attitudes.

Figure 1. Examples of nanosatellites’ attitude.

For any attitude and any type of satellite, the projection of a surface k of the nanosatel-
lite towards the sun, or in other words, its view factor, may be summarized by the parameter
Fk. Its value is between 0 (normal vector of surface k does not “see” the sun) and 1 (normal
vector of surface k perfectly aligns with solar rays). Any other orientation will result in
intermediate values (ignoring possible self-shadowing among the nanosatellite’s parts).

To simulate the attitude, the initial nanosatellite’s orientation and mass distribution
must be known, and the forces and torques acting on it are integrated. To simplify this pro-
cess, a pseudo attitude response may be obtained by specifying rotations for the satellite’s
axis instead of solving the differential equations that govern it. This method is adopted
here so a rotation matrix B and angles are informed by the user to obtain the spin of
the nanosatellite.

To exemplify this process, the attitude of the nadir will be further described here.
Assuming a cubic shape, as those from CubeSat 1U, the vector of initial orientation of each
side k may be assumed as:

nk=X+ = {+1 0 0}T (9)

nk=X− = {−1 0 0}T (10)

nk=Y+ = {0 + 1 0}T (11)

nk=Y− = {0 − 1 0}T (12)

nk=Z+ = {0 0 + 1}T (13)

nk=Z− = {0 0 − 1}T (14)

These directions will change with time as the nanosatellite completes the orbit so that
one side always faces the earth (see Figure 1d). Therefore, the orientation Nx in each side k,
on the perifocal frame of reference, can be calculated by:

Nxk = Bnk (15)

where, for this specific case, the matrix of rotation is:

B =

 cos(Ω) sin(Ω) 0
− sin(Ω) cos(Ω) 0

0 0 1

1 0 0
0 cos(θ∗) sin(θ∗)
0 − sin(θ∗) cos(θ∗)

 (16)

The parameter θ∗ is a residual spin to keep the satellite rotating but still always facing
the earth. For different scenarios of attitude, the user has to combine other rotations
of matrices.
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Once the directions of the sides along the orbit are known, they must be translated
from the perifocal frame of reference to the geocentric equatorial frame of reference [16].
Therefore:

NXk = QNxk (17)

Finally, the projection of any side k results from the dot product between {NX}k and
the solar position, given by:

Fk =

{
NXk . rsun

|rsun| , NXk . rsun
|rsun| ≥ 0

0, otherwise
(18)

3. Instance Generation

Considering all aspects presented in the problem formulation section, we now present
the exact procedures to generate a realistic instance of the ONTS problem, from power
calculation to tasks scheduling data.

3.1. General Procedure for Power Calculation

The basic process to determine the power input for the instances is presented in
Algorithm 1. The inputs for sun irradiance (G), solar cell efficiency (η), and solar cell area
(A), as well as a timestep, must first be entered into the code. The algorithm specifies a few
conversion variables in the sequence that will be used later in the code. Algorithm 1 then
calls Algorithm 2 (“inputOrbit”), which is used to convert Orbital Inputs (OI) provided
in units of angle and to derive preliminary orbital parameters that will later be used.
A Newton–Raphson-based subfunction called “kepler_E” (Algorithm 3) is included in this
algorithm to compute the eccentric anomaly (E). It is important to note that the parameter
ε, which serves as a stopping point for convergence in Algorithm 3, is a small positive
integer. Algorithm 4 (solar_position) is executed following Algorithm 2 to determine the
sun’s position (rsun) for a particular day [16]. When Algorithms 2 and 4 are complete,
the loop in Algorithm 1 starts, and each iteration updates the time, the satellite’s position
(rX), the eclipse status (ξ), the attitude (NX), the view factor (F), and the power generation
(P) for each side of the CubeSat. When a full orbit’s period is reached, the loop comes to
an end.

Five different results for power generation are illustrated in Figure 2. Except for the
attitude, they have the following common parameters: Ω = 0◦, ω = 0◦, i = 90◦, e = 0,
M = 0◦, and Mm = 15.2198 rev/day (equivalent to the altitude of 500 km), valid for 21
March 2023.
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Algorithm 1: General power calculation procedure
Input : Solar irradiance G, solar cell efficiency η, solar cell area A, time step
Output : Equation (1)
/* Initialization */

1 i← 0;
2 t0 ← 0;
/* Conversion factors */

3 hours← 3600;
4 days← 24× hours;
5 rad← π

180 ;
/* Constants */

6 µ← 398600;
7 RE ← 6378;
/* Read Orbit Input (OI) and further arguments */

8 [h, e, Ω, inc, ω, θ0, year, month, day, Period]← inputOrbit(µ,rad,OI);
/* Compute the position of the sun on a given day */

9 rsun ← solar_position(year,month,day);
10 while t0 ≤ Period do
11 i← i + 1;
12 timei ← (i− 1)× timestep;

/* transformation from time [s] to true anomaly [rad] */
13 θ ← Equations (5)–(7);

/* position of the satellite */
14 rX ← Equations (2)–(4);

/* eclipse of the earth */
15 ξ ← Equation (8);

/* attitude of the satellite */
16 NX ← Equations (9)–(17);

/* view factor */
17 F ← Equation (18);

/* power generation */
18 Pi ← Equation (1);
19 t0 ← timei ;
20 end

Algorithm 2: Function—inputOrbit
Input : µ, rad, OI
Output : h, e, Ω, inc, ω, θ0, T

1 Ω← OI(1)× rad;
2 inc← OI(2)× rad;
3 ω ← OI(3)× rad;
4 e← OI(4)× rad;
5 M← OI(5)× rad;
6 E← kepler_E(e, M)

7 θ0 ← 2× tan−1(
√

1+e
1−e tan E

2 )

8 Mm ← OI(6)× 2π/(24× 3600)
9 a← (µ1/3)/M2/3

m

10 h←
√
(aµ(1− e2)

11 Period← 2π(a1.5)/
√

µ

Algorithm 3: Function—kepler_E
Input : e, M
Output : E

1 ε← 10−8

2 i← 0
3 Ei ← M
4 while |Ei+1 − Ei | > ε do
5 Ei+1 ← Ei +

M+e sin(Ei)−Ei
1−e cos(Ei)

6 i← i + 1

7 return Ei
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Algorithm 4: Function—solar_position
Input : day, month, year
Output : rsun
/* Compute Julian day */

1 jd← 367× year− b(7× (year + b(month + 9)/12e)/4)e+ b275×month/9e+ day + 1721013.5;
/* Astronomical unit (km) */

2 AU← 149597870.691
/* Julian days since J2000 */

3 n← jd - 2451545
/* Julian centuries since J2000 */

4 cy← n/36525
/* Mean anomaly (deg) */

5 M← 357.528 + 0.9856003 × n
6 M←mod(M,360)
/* Mean longitude (deg) */

7 L← 280.460 + 0.98564736 × n
8 L←mod(L,360)
/* Apparent ecliptic longitude (deg) */

9 λ← L + 1.915 × sin(M) + 0.020 × sin(2 ×M)
10 λ←mod(λ,360)

/* Obliquity of the ecliptic (deg) */
11 ε← 23.439 - 0.0000004 × n

/* Unit vector from earth to sun */
12 u← [cos(λ); sin(λ)× cos(ε); sin(λ)× sin(ε)]

/* Distance from earth to sun (km) */
13 rsun ← (1.00014− 0.01671× cos(M)− 0.000140× cos(2×M))× AU

/* Geocentric position vector (km) */
14 rsun ← rsun × u
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Figure 2. Examples of power generation for different attitudes.

3.2. General Procedure for Scheduling Data

The main objective here is to generate an ONTS instance based on random but realistic
data for any mission size and orbit duration. The instances can be made more difficult to
schedule on demand by increasing the number of jobs or time units to consider. For that
we created the instance generator procedure presented in Algorithm 5. It takes two inputs:
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the number of jobs (J) and the number of time units to be considered (T). The output of
the algorithm is the values for nine variables for each job: uj, qj, ymin

j , ymax
j , tmin

j , tmax
j , pmin

j ,

pmax
j , wmin

j , and wmax
j . This fully characterizes an instance for the ONTS regarding the

QoS aspects.

Algorithm 5: Instance generator algorithm
Input : Number of jobs J, number of time periods T
Output : Initial values for uj, qj, ymin

j , ymax
j , tmin

j , tmax
j , pmin

j , pmax
j , wmin

j , wmax
j

1 for j← 1 to J do
2 uj ← U(1, J);
3 qj ← U(0.3, 2.5);
4 ymin

j ← U[1, dT/45e];
5 ymax

j ← U[ymin
j , dT/15e];

6 tmin
j ← U[1, dT/10e];

7 tmax
j ← U[tmin

j , dT/4e];
8 pmin

j ← U[tmin
j , dT/4e];

9 pmax
j ← U[pmin

j , T];
10 wmin

j ← U[0, dT/5e];
11 wmax

j ← U[bT − dT/5ec, T];
12 end

4. Data Validation

A few studies have already been conducted and published using the instance gen-
eration methodology presented here—although never previously explained in detail—
demonstrating they are realistic and representative of the problem [4–8]. In [4], for instance,
the authors propose a set of instances for the ONTS problem [18]. These instances were
designed to evaluate the performance of their branch-and-price (B&P) method for solving
the ONTS problem. The cases are based on the FloripaSat-I mission, which is a nanosatellite
with a 628 km altitude and a 97 minute orbit period. The amount of time units T varies,
where for values greater than 97 the extra units indicate alternative orbits or a finer time
resolution—for example, scheduling in 30 second time steps. Furthermore, because the
number of tasks directly correlates with the activation and deactivation timings of payloads
on a nanosatellite, they reflect varying spacecraft sizes given that a larger volume may
accommodate more payloads.

We now present the results of applying [4] scheduling approach on data generated
using the methodology presented here. First, the orbital characteristics of the FloripaSat-
I mission, as presented in Table 3, were used as input data for the power harvesting
computation, and the power available for tasks was obtained by multiplying the power
vector by an Electrical Power System (EPS) efficiency of 0.85.

Table 3. TLE input for the case study.

CubeSat ω i e Mm M Ω

FloripaSat-I 111.38 97.95 0.0016 14.82 248.91 225.78

Then, a random instance was generated using Algorithm 5 with J = 9 and T = 170 as
input. The output parameters are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Nanosatellite jobs data.

j 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

uj 5 4 7 5 6 4 2 5 6
qj 2.4 0.4 3.4 0.4 3.4 1.4 2.4 0.4 3.4
ymin

j 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2
ymax

j 12 17 18 19 1 3 15 7 10
tmin
j 6 14 27 47 23 30 41 4 9

tmax
j 129 23 43 140 35 116 144 37 64

pmin
j 18 57 51 58 34 41 57 4 53

pmax
j 133 167 154 140 103 117 139 39 140

wmin
j 1 1 1 1 1 20 1 1 1

wmax
j T 125 T T T 153 T T T

Finally, we attributed values to the battery and power management system parameters
considering a 3U size nanosatellite, as presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Scheduling parameters.

Q Vb ecd SoC0 ρ γ

5 Ah 3.6 V 0.9 70% 0.3 5 A

Figure 3 shows the optimal schedule calculated for this example and the power
analysis. The battery behavior along the orbit is shown in black, representing the State-of-
Charge (SoC) at each moment. Notice that the battery power in gray can be power going to
or coming from the battery, depending on the energy balance. The power input available to
the tasks is shown in blue, including the eclipse time (0 W). One can notice how the battery
SoC drops in eclipse time, where there is also an increase in tasks running, consuming more
power. Figure 3b shows tasks from 0 to 8 where the x-axis goes from 0 to time T, and the
y-axis shows whether the task is on or off for each unit of time. When comparing this
scheduling with parameters of Table 4 it can be seen that they were followed accordingly.
Job 5, for instance, cannot run before time 30 (wmin

j ) and after time 153 (wmax
j ), and so it

was not.
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Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. (a) Power (W) and SoC (%) usage along the orbit; (b) schedule for each job.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, this work offers a collection of cases of the Offline Nanosatellite Task
Scheduling (ONTS) optimization problem. These instances were built using genuine input
data based on the orbital characteristics of the FloripaSat-I mission and power harvesting
calculations. They were created primarily to benchmark the performance of different
solution approaches for the ONTS issue. The cases are intended to be scalable in size and
complexity. The authors emphasize the need to share examples to ensure scientific research
repeatability and provide a baseline for benchmarks in the ONTS problem.

Furthermore, this research emphasizes the crucial role of power budget prediction
for successful nanosatellite mission planning and satellite job scheduling. Power budget
estimation helps engineers make educated decisions about the number and type of payloads
that may be put on the satellite, as well as offline scheduling algorithms to obtain the best
times to activate and deactivate payloads, optimizing the use of available energy and
mission extraction of value.

In other words, this study advances the area of nanosatellite scheduling by offering a
collection of publicly available examples for researchers to utilize and compare their results
against, as well as stressing the relevance of power budget prediction for optimal mission
planning. As CubeSat missions are planned based on the data from our methodology,
future work should be directed at validating and refining both the data and methods
presented here.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ONTS Offline Nanosatellite Task Scheduling
QoS Quality of Service
EPS Electrical Power System
B&P Branch-and-Price
SoC State-of-Charge

Symbols
The following symbols are used in this manuscript:

J number of tasks.
T number of time units.
uj priority of task j.
tmin
j /tmax

j minimum and maximum running time required by task j.
ymin

j /ymax
j minimum and maximum startups required by task j.

pmin
j /pmax

j minimum and maximum period required by task j.
wmin

j /wmax
j start and finish time of a task j execution window.

Vb battery voltage, in Volts.
Q battery capacity, in Ampere-hour.
ρ battery level lower bound.
ecd battery charge/discharge efficiency.
γ upper bound for battery discharge current, in Ampere.
rt energy harvested and available for tasks at time t.
qj power drained running task j.
i orbit inclination in ◦.
Ω right ascension of the ascending node in ◦.
e eccentricity [-].
ω argument of perigee in ◦.
M mean anomaly in ◦.
Mm mean motion in revolutions per day.
P power generation.
η power efficiency.
G solar flux.
A solar cell’s area.
F view factor.
ξ eclipse function.
rX position at the equatorial geocentric frame of reference.
rx position at the perifocal frame of reference.
Q Euler angle sequence.
h specific relative angular momentum.
θ true anomaly.

https://github.com/c-a-rigo/ONTS-data
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µ gravitational parameter.
E eccentric anomaly.
rsun position of the sun.
n initial orientation.
Nx orientation at the perifocal frame of reference.
NX final orientation at the equatorial geocentric frame of reference.
B matrix of rotation.
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